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Dr. David Hardy Joins ARA’s Board; Brings 30+ Years HIV Medical Experience

LOS ANGELES, May 31, 2013 - AIDS Research Alliance is pleased to announce the addition of a very experienced HIV researcher and physician to our Board of Directors. Dr. David Hardy, the Director of the Division of Infectious Diseases at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, and Professor of Medicine at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, has been a supporter of AIDS Research Alliance for many years. As a Board member, he will bring more than 30 years of HIV medical experience -- first treating HIV-positive patients, and then research. Currently, Dr. Hardy performs clinical trials (phase II and III) of investigational antiretroviral agents for treatment of HIV infection, and of therapeutic vaccines for HIV infection.

Early in the AIDS epidemic, Dr. Hardy completed a fellowship in infectious diseases/clinical immunology at the UCLA School of Medicine, mentored by Michael Gottlieb, MD, also a long-time friend to ARA, as well as the physician who reported the first cases of AIDS. Later, Dr. Hardy completed post-doctoral training in HIV laboratory research with Irvin Chen, PhD at the UCLA School of Medicine.

“I am excited about becoming a member of the Board of Directors at AIDS Research Alliance,” said Dr. Hardy. “I am interested in the organization’s work on the HIV reservoirs, particularly its work on prostratin. The research community is focusing more time and resources on the reservoirs, and the possibility of eradicating them, which is what prostratin, as part of a larger cure strategy, aims to do.”

“Further,” he continued, “I hope that my background in infectious disease will be helpful to AIDS Research Alliance as it expands its mission to include a broad portfolio of infectious diseases.”

“We are honored to welcome Dr. Hardy, a medical professional with over three decades of HIV/AIDS experience and knowledge, to our Board,” said ARA CEO Carolyn Carlburg. “Dr. Hardy was the keynote speaker at our 2012 World AIDS Day Concert. He will continue to share his expertise and perspective with the organization – now, through his
role on the Board of Directors. We look forward to working with him, and to leveraging his knowledge for maximum results."

Dr. Hardy chairs the Education Committee of the American Academy of HIV Medicine (AAHIVM), and serves as editor-in-chief of their Fundamentals of HIV Medicine for the HIV Specialist. He also serves on the Board of Directors of the HIV Medical Association (HIVMA).

Meet the rest of ARA’s Board of Directors.

AIDS Research Alliance is a nonprofit, medical research organization dedicated to finding a cure for AIDS. Since 1989, AIDS Research Alliance has conducted clinical trials leading to the approval of half of today’s HIV/AIDS treatments. Its current research targeting latent HIV reservoirs, including the development of prostratin, will bring the world closer to a cure. AIDS Research Alliance is also at the forefront of infection prevention as a member of the federal HIV Vaccine Trials Network. Free from political or profit motives, AIDS Research Alliance offers clinical trial volunteers access to the next generation of HIV/AIDS treatments and vaccines at its world-class clinic in downtown Los Angeles, and in this way, pursues all pathways to the worldwide eradication of HIV/AIDS. For more information, visit www.aidsresearch.org.
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